


I would like to make my objection known, in the strongest way possible, to the proposed
development of Wells Farm and the old Metropolis site.  I can only presume that this is
part of a process you have to follow, as anyone can clearly see that this will be detrimental
in every way.
 
The roads servicing Cuffley and Northaw are a collection of B roads which cannot handle
to current volume of traffic.  I, along with many hundreds, possibly thousands, of other
residents, currently sit, every morning and evening, in a slow-moving queue of traffic
trying to get to and from work.  The developments which have already been granted in
Goffs Oak, although not fully completed, have only made things worse.  Once completed,
the situation will be borderline unbearable.  There appears to be no forward thinking as to
how the roads are going to cope with the several hundred more vehicles that will inevitably
follow the addition of hundreds of more homes, let alone the additional pollution that this
will bring to the area.
 
Cuffley village has one already overstretched doctor's where you are lucky to get an
appointment. That’s provided you can hold on long enough to get through.  The bus
service is limited, to say the least, which is one of the reasons we sit in that slow-moving
queue of traffic.  The train station is the prefect size for Cuffley, but that was Cuffley 20
years ago, and there were nearly three times the number of applications made to Cuffley
school than places available.  Where will all the new children go as the schools in the
surrounding areas have the same problem. Can the local authority seriously be considering
these applications when there are no plans in place to improve these services.
 
The applications have been submitted on Green Belt land, which, in itself, should be
enough grounds to refuse them.  The Government have pledged to protect the Green Belt
from development together with Welwyn and Hatfield Council.  Apart from being an area
of beauty which the local authority should be proud of, the Green Belt helps improve the
air quality of London and its suburbs, something which is a major issue at the moment. If
these developments are allowed to proceed, they will clearly become stepping stones for
further development which will see the Green Belt disappear altogether.  The Green Belt
should, without doubt, be protected to promote openness, prevent urban sprawl, protect the
environment and the health of the residents.

 

Yours faithfully,

 

24 Kingswell Ride,

Cuffley,

Hertfordshire,

EN6 4LH.




